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Foreword

We have focussed our energies on eight key areas: 
ambitious Cornwall, engaging with our communities, 
partners working together, healthier and safer, driving 
the economy, stewardship of our assets, essentials for 
living, efficient, effective and innovative. 
This report outlines how well we have done against the 
targets we set in our Business Plan including what you 
said needed improving road and pavement repairs, 
public transport, wage levels and affordable decent 
housing.  

Last year Cornwall Council balanced its budget and 
achieved £24m of efficiencies, on top of £226m already 
saved since 2010. 

However if we want to be ambitious for Cornwall, as 
our budget reduces, we must continue to find ways 
of doing things differently whilst providing value for 
money. We have done this by building on Cornwall’s 
proud history of creativity, innovation and 
ingenuity by: 

• redesigning our services so that they are 
streamlined and work better together for the 
benefit of you, our residents 

• exploring ways to generate more income to fund 
our services, including making the decision to 
invest £200m to develop new homes, that will be 
owned by the Council and creating ongoing rental 
income 

• investing in economic growth, because we know 
that a thriving economy with strong communities, 
where people can support themselves, will lead to 
better outcomes for residents - as well as reducing 
their demand for costly public services 

• committing over £700m for capital investment 
over the next five years, and as part of the historic 
Cornwall Devolution Deal secured local control over 
how the remaining £500m of European structural 
funding will be invested to support our 
economic growth. 

We are working hard to increase public trust in 
Cornwall Council, improve our performance and place 
honesty and transparency at the heart of all we do, 
and will continue to do so in the years ahead. 

Welcome to Cornwall Council’s 
Annual report 2016 / 2017. Our aim is 
to create a more prosperous, resilient 
Cornwall, where communities 
are strong and where the most 
vulnerable are protected. 

Adam Paynter
Leader of the Council

Kate Kennally
Chief Executive
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Raglavar

Ni re fogellas agan nerthow war eth testen bosek: 
Kernow ughelhwansek, owth omworra gans agan 
kemenethow, kesparow owth kesoberi, yaggha 
ha salwa, owth herdhya war-rag an erbysiedh, 
gwithyans a’gan kerthow, taklow essensek rag bewa, 
effeythadow, effeythus ha nowydhyansek. 
An derivas ma a dheskrif yn kott fatel wrussyn 
gwrythya herwydh an amkanow a settsyn y’gan 
Towl Negys, synsys ynno an pyth yw res y wellhe, dell 
leversowgh - ewnansow dhe fordhow ha konsow, 
karyans poblek, nivelyow gober hag anedhans 
affordyadow skwir.  

Warlena y kesposas Konsel Kernow y vojet ha kowlwul 
effeythadewderyow a £24m, dres £226m gwithys 
seulabrys a-dhia 2010. 

Byttegyns, mar mynnyn bos ughelhwansek rag 
Kernow, res yw dhyn pesya, ha’gan bojet ow lehe, 
kavos fordhow a wul taklow yn tyffrans yn kettermyn 
ha ni ow provia bri rag kevarghow. Ni re wrug hemma 
dre dhrehevel war istori gothus Kernow a awenekter, 
nowydhyans hag ynjinieth dre: 

• dhastesina agan gonisyow mayth fens i sempella 
hag oberi gwell war-barth rag agas les hwi, agan 
anedhysi 

• hwithra fordhow dhe dhinythi moy gober 
dhe arghasa agan gonisyow, y’ga mysk ervira 
kevarghewi £200m rag displegya anedhow nowydh, 
a vydh perghennys gans an Konsel ha gwruthyl 
gober rent a bes 

• gevarghewi yn tevyans erbysek, drefen ni 
dhe wodhvos y led ekonomieth a sewen gans 
kemenethow krev, le may hyll tus omskoodhya, dhe 
sewyansow gwell rag anedhysi - keffrys ha lehe aga 
gorholeth rag gonisyow poblek kostek 

• ambosa moy ages £700m rag kevarghow kevalav 
dres an nessa pymp bledhen, hag, avel rann a’n 
Kevambos Digresennans Kernow istorek, an 
Konsel a fasthas maystri leel a-dro dhe fatel vydh 
kevarghewys an £500m yn remenant a arghasans 
strethurek europek rag skoodhya agan tevyans 
erbysek. 

Yth eson owth oberi yn tiwysyk dhe gressya trest an 
bobel yn Konsel Kernow, dhe wellhe agan gwrythyans 
ha gorra onester ha bollder yn kres a buptra a wren, ha 
ni a wra pesya yndella y’n bledhynnyow a dheu. 

Dynnargh dhe Dherivas Bledhynnyek 
Konsel Kernow 2016 / 2017. Gwruthyl 
Kernow moy sewen ha duryadow 
yw agan amkan, le mayth yw 
kemenethow krev ha le mayth yw 
gwithys tus an moyha goliadow. 

Adam Paynter
Ledyer an Konsel

Kate Kennally
Pennweythresoges
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Our aim is to be ambitious and 
confident about Cornwall’s 
future, providing the leadership 
to secure fairer funding 
and greater freedoms from 
the Government to realise 
Cornwall’s unique potential.

Devolving power to where it belongs – in 
the hands of local people who know their 

area best – is a key part of our plan to create 
an economy that works for everyone. From the 
Enterprise Zone at Newquay to the devolution 
deal for the Duchy, I’ve been impressed by the 
energy across Cornwall and the drive to make 
sure these locally-led efforts succeed.
Communities Secretary Sajid Javid during a visit to Cornwall

Ambitious 
Cornwall

The scale of the challenges facing public services is 
without precedent. The Council has to make £196m 
of savings by 2020, but over the same period Cornwall 
will see an economic investment of £1bn. This can 
reverse Cornwall’s fortunes if we have the freedom and 
collective drive and ambition. 

An ambitious Cornwall needs an ambitious Council 
at its core, providing clear leadership and strategic 
direction.  This includes greater local control and 
successful delivery of European Union (EU) investment 
to reduce unnecessary bureaucracy and allow 
Cornwall to decide how and where the funding should 
be spent.

Our focus is also on enhancing the profile, impact and 
influence of Cornwall around the world to maximise 
our potential, seize global market opportunities and 
secure sustainable economic progress.
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Reaching for space

Together with the Local Enterprise Partnership we’re 
working to ensure Cornwall is front and centre of the 
UK space industry with the creation of a spaceport 
at Cornwall Airport Newquay and expanding satellite 
communications at Goonhilly Earth Station. This 
will establish Cornwall as a global leader in the 
space industry. 

Geothermal energy

Cornwall is on the cusp of becoming the very first 
area in the UK to demonstrate electricity production 
from deep geothermal energy. With European 
funding supporting development, we can potentially 
provide 24/7 clean electricity and heat to homes and 
businesses and can use this affordable, low carbon 
heat to attract industries with high heat demand, such 
as horticulture and agriculture. This will create new 
jobs in Cornwall and help local businesses produce 
goods that are currently imported.

agree that the Council is campaigning 
and standing up for Cornwall
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Highlights

Target - 60%

Actual - 49%

Did you know:

Cornwall Airport 
Newquay had 
over 370,000 
passengers in 2016

of residents

Keeping money in Cornwall

We are one of only a handful of regions in the UK to 
now keep all of the business rates we raise. This does 
not mean that we will get more money, but it does 
mean that we have more control of the money that will 
help pay for services in Cornwall.

High flying airport

Cornwall Council owns the publicly-subsidised 
Cornwall Airport Newquay, which is one of the fastest 
growing regional airports in the UK. A raft of new 
routes launched in spring 2016 have seen traveller 
numbers increase with over 370,000 passengers using 
the airport in 2016.  The removal of the £5 levy for each 
departing passenger which helped fund the airport’s 
development will also support further growth.
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Cornwall’s many towns and 
villages are all different and need 
different approaches from services 
providers. A good relationship with 
town and parish councils is vital 
to the successful local governance 
of Cornwall. Voluntary and local 
business sectors also play an 
increasingly important role.

Over the past three years Cornwall 
Council have invested considerable 

time and energy to the issue of Jubilee 
Pool’s future. We are delighted they have 
now placed their faith in the Friends of 
Jubilee Pool to deliver a sustainable longer 
term plan for this important community 
leisure asset.

Martin Nixon, Chair of the Friends of Jubilee Pool

Engaging our 
communities

Local councils and communities are equal partners 
and key players in community led growth and self-
management.  Bringing the people, funding, planning 
and the developers together ensures everyone plays a 
key role in determining how any community develops.

Tailored devolution packages and investment funds 
to support local initiatives and strengthening the 
resilience of the voluntary and community sector 
by accelerating the growth of Council services 
commissioned to the sector to deliver are priorities.

This includes making better use of public and 
voluntary sector buildings and assets for the benefit of 
the community.
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Almost 300 assets and services are now being 
delivered locally, including library and information 
services, community buildings, green spaces, play 
areas, allotments, car parks and public toilets. 

Restoring community assets

Jubilee Pool has been an iconic and much loved 
feature of the Penzance seafront for over 80 years. The 
pool suffered significant damage in the winter storms 
of 2014 and was re-opened in 2016 after an extensive 
repair project, which included rock anchoring of 
the pool base, sea wall repairs, extensive grouting, 
mechanical and electrical works, as well as general 
repair works. His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales 
officially reopened the pool in July, and the pool has 
been handed back to the local community.

Helping Cornish businesses 
grow and expand

Our Devolution Deal has led to the creation of new, 
easier to access support systems for local businesses.  
The development of the Growth Hub and its links with 
other programmes has helped over 8,000 businesses 
in Cornwall to grow and develop. Having more control 
over how we support business, rather than adopting 
national systems, means we have been able to target 
help to meet demand in the most simple and 
effective way. 

Empowering local communities

The Council supported over 100 town and parish 
councils to develop Neighbourhood Development 
Plans for their local area. The St Ives plan had strong 
local support and was passed at a referendum by 
an 83% majority and was one of the first to limit 
ownership of second homes.

of residents feel that they 
can influence decisions

18%

Highlights

Target - 60%

Actual - 18%

Resident satisfaction 
with Cornwall as a 
place to live85%

Target - 86%

National - 82%

Actual - 85%



There is more than one thing that 
makes me happy to be a Cornwall 

Housing tenant, but I think the best 
thing is knowing we are part of a family 
of over 10,000 who rely daily on Cornwall 
Housing for their health and wellbeing, 
which all of the teams contribute to. Of 
course, the Tenant Engagement team is at 
the forefront of showing tenants that they 
matter. There it is, we matter. 
Rita, Cornwall Housing tenant 
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Our aim is to help people 
to access the services and 
necessities they require, 
whatever their incomes and 
wherever they live.

Essentials 
for living

Cornwall’s geography and dispersed settlement 
pattern, along with the high cost of living and growing 
inequalities, make it increasing difficult for some 
households to access the essentials that enable a 
decent standard of living.  

If left unchecked this is likely to mean demand on 
public services increases as more households and 
individuals become isolated and vulnerable. 

People need safe and supportive communities 
with strong social cohesion, good quality housing, 
affordable heating, healthy food, public transport, 
digital access and a thriving local economy.
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Keeping homes warm

In Cornwall 36,217 households (around 83,000 
people) suffer from poor health as a result of living 
in cold homes – 15% of all homes in Cornwall. 
Excess winter deaths are, on average, preceded 
by eight emergency admissions and 30 social 
care and secondary care visits or appointments. 
Improving the energy efficiency of a home can lift 
the household out of fuel poverty by reducing the 
amount of energy they need to pay for to maintain 
a warm home.

One public transport system

People need to travel to go to work, education, 
health care and shopping.   Nearly 20% of 
households in Cornwall have no access to a car, 
with 70% of public transport users having no 
viable travel alternative.  A lack of joined-up public 
transport adds a further barrier for people to access 
the services they need. 

Over £10.7m has been invested by operators 
into new buses during the last 12 months, with 
additional new fleets planned for 2017/18 and 
2019/20. This has helped 700,000 more people take 
journeys by bus.  From 2017, new smart tickets and 
contactless payment will be able to be used on 
both trains and buses. 

Improving air quality

Three air quality management areas have been 
declared across Cornwall with new air quality 
strategies brought in to tackle pockets of poor 
air quality caused by increasing road traffic. We 
were awarded a £236,650 grant to trial innovative 
technologies to reduce vehcle missions and improve 
air quality. 

Better digital access

We are supporting the next phase of the superfast 
fibre broadband rollout in Cornwall, with £76 million 
invested to reach 8,000 homes in some of the county’s 
most challenging location by early 2018. This follows 
the £132 million first phase of the Superfast Cornwall 
programme, which was part funded by the Council 
and saw Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly one of the 
best connected rural areas in Europe with 95% fibre 
broadband coverage.

Green spaces in urban places

We secured £3.5 million European Regional 
Development Funding for a major investment in local 
urban green spaces across a number of Cornish towns 
as part of the Green Infrastructure for Growth project. 
The project will be rolled out over the next three years 
on public recreational areas, roadside verges and old 
churchyards to make them better places for people 
and for wildlife, creating nature-rich habitat across an 
area equivalent to 35 rugby pitches.

of households living 
in fuel poverty14.9%Bus user 

satisfaction

Highlights

87%
Target - 53% Target - 5%

National - 62% National - 10.6%

Actual - 87% Actual 14.9%

Did you know:

By 2019, 1 in 4 people in Cornwall will be aged over 65 years
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Our aim is to work with partners at 
an international, national, regional 
and local level to ensure that public 
services are delivered as efficiently 
and effectively as possible.

Partners 
working 
together

Truro Fire Station is now the 
second example of collaborative 

working between the Fire and Rescue 
Service and SW Ambulance Trust. 
The setting of the new station is 
ideal and being co-located gives both 
services an opportunity to further 
build our relationship and gain a better 
understanding of each other’s roles 
within the community.
Steve Small, South Western Ambulance

Service NHS Foundation Trust 

We are working to transform the system of care and 
support by working with health partners and the 
voluntary sector to accelerate the integration of health 
and social services.

This includes partners being co-located and sharing 
administrative functions and facilities, as well as 
sharing anonymised data so services can be 
better targeted.

The Council and partners are exploring different 
and innovative joint service delivery and trading 
options, such as taking an integrated, coordinated and 
more commercial approach to commissioning and 
procurement to maximise Cornwall’s spending and 
buying power.

This also means developing collaborative relationships 
with town and parish councils and voluntary and 
community groups, who play a vital role in delivering 
local services.
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Supporting families with One Vision

One Vision aim is for each and every child and young 
person to be safe, healthy and have equal chances to 
access all available opportunities to achieve brighter 
futures. The plan sets the foundation for which we will 
shape the future integration of education, health and 
social care services for children, young people and 
their families in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.  

One Vision was endorsed by the multi-agency Health 
and Wellbeing Board on 23 March 2017 when senior 
leaders of the main agencies came together to agree 
how to change the way education, health and social 
care services are provided in future. 

Tackling homelessness

We invested £1.1 million in tackling homelessness 
through partnerships such as ‘No First Night Out’, 
which helps those facing pressures that would tip 
them in to rough sleeping. 

Sharing buildings

Sharing buildings makes it easier for public services 
to work together and helps reduce costs. We 
launched a ground breaking tri-blue light facility at 
Hayle. The tri service station – the first of its kind, 
is also home to the UK’s first ever tri-service officer, 
Andy Hitchens, who works as a retained firefighter, 
a first responder and also carries out some 
community policing duties.  The new tri service 
station has proved a great success, with other parts 
of the country visiting Cornwall to see what we 
have achieved.  In January the ambulance service 
moved into the fire station at Truro to create a new 
Emergency Services Community Station. Not only 
has this new project, which was officially launched 
in July, released the ambulance service’s depot. 
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new affordable 
homes provided

Highlights

770
Target - 800

Actual - 770

Did you know:

Our collective energy switch initiative delivered 
savings of more than £500,000 for residents’ energy bills

Did you know:

7,000 businesses contacted us 
for advice on regulations, food 
hygiene and licensing in 2016
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Our aim is to secure economic 
progress which is sustainable, 
addresses social inequality, makes 
responsible use of Cornwall’s 
natural and cultural assets and 
builds upon strengths in key 
industries, renewables, aerospace 
technology and micro enterprise.

Driving the 
economy

Despite impressive growth rates and a significant post-
recession improvement, the fundamental challenge 
lies in the long term rebalancing of Cornwall’s 
economy. Investment in higher and further education 
has seen improvements in infrastructure and high level 
qualifications, but Cornwall still has some way to go to 
close the gap with the rest of the UK. 

While there has been a clear sign and evidence 
of growth – new buildings, facilities, successful 
companies and a strong brand - there has been little 
change in earning and benefit dependencies, with 
continued concentrations of deprivation on former 
public sector housing estates and dispersed 
rural deprivation.

To address this we are working with the Local 
Enterprise Partnership (LEP) to deliver the key aims of 
the Strategic Economic Plan (Growth Deal) and the EU 
Investment Strategy to rebalance Cornwall’s economy 
to create sustainable growth and a 
well-paid workforce.

We’re also capitalising on the best of Cornwall’s 
historic and contemporary assets and the sectors that 
Cornwall can become internationally renowned in 
renewable energy to aerospace technologies, mining 
and minerals, fishing and agri-business.

Did you know:

200 businesses in 
Cornwall are signed up 
to the Healthy Workplace 
Programme benefitting 
over 40,000 employees
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Transport connectivity is always one of the first issues identified by the 
business community as a barrier to Cornwall’s economic growth. This is a 

real demonstration of a council and LEP and the two relevant rail bodies and the 
Department for Transport working together to produce a solution that benefits all 
parties, but most particularly, the people of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.

Chris Pomfret, Chair of the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly LEP 
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Building our economy

We worked hard to improve the local economy by 
increasing wages for our lowest paid staff and offering 
50 apprenticeship places to our young people. We 
increased the minimum wage for our staff  to £8.35 an 
hour and committed to implementing the £9 an hour 
increase proposed for 2020.

Planning for Cornwall’s future

We are leading the way to ensure Cornwall isn’t 
worse off as a result of Brexit. Working with leading 
figures from the business, voluntary and public sector 
we published the Catalyst for Change report that 
identified the implications, risks and opportunities 
for Cornwall created by leaving the EU. During 2017 
we will put the findings and recommendations of the 
report into action.

Keeping Cornwall moving

We are working with partners to deliver a £146m 
package of rail improvements to boost the local 
economy, create new jobs and provide faster rail 
journeys; this includes an expanded train maintenance 
site at Penzance to maintain a new Night Riviera 
Sleeper service.

Cornwall Local Plan

We have approved a Local Plan which sets out an 
exciting vision for growth, including the creation of 
32,000 jobs, and identifies the quantity, and broad 
location for new housing, community facilities, shops 
and employment. These policies now form the basis 
for planning decisions and are helping us to resist 
unwanted and speculative development and help 
shape communities.  

Our spend with Cornwall’s 
small/medium sized businesses

£17,873 40.5%

Highlights

Average gross annual earnings

Target - £17,372
Target - 38%

National - £23,099
National - 33%

Actual - £17,873
Actual - 40.5%

the number of local 
apprentices working for 
the organisation42 Target - 50

Actual - 42
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Our aim is to work 
collaboratively with partners 
and communities to 
strengthen the relationship 
between our environment, 
your community and you. 
This will help to increase 
our resilience to a changing 
climate and provide social and 
economic opportunities.

We are investing in Cornwall’s cultural distinctiveness 
to provide jobs, promote learning and create a strong 
sense of place. An example of this commitment is 
the creation of the new £12m Kresen Kernow archive 
centre for Cornwall when it opens in 2018.

We have a collective responsibility for Cornwall’s 
natural and cultural assets and striking the balance 
between protecting them and generating income. This 
means we will focus on working with partners and 
local communities to establish successful stewardship 
of Cornwall’s strategic countryside and coastal 
assets, and enabling community management of 
public assets.

Improving fuel security and renewable energy are 
also a priority and we will work to encourage and 
support local communities to capitalise on their own 
natural energy resources and reinvest the income 
generated within the community, as well as working 
to maximise our  energy potential including marine 
and geothermal energy, securing the associated 
employment opportunities in manufacturing, research 
and development.

We will also promote Cornwall’s culture and heritage, 
fully recognising and promoting the Cornish as a 
protected national minority.

Stewardship 
of our assets

Did you know:

Cornwall has more than 
12,500 Listed Buildings
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Highlights

Kresen Kernow

We are creating a new £11.7m archive centre which 
will provide a home to the world’s largest collection 
of manuscripts, books and records relating to 
Cornwall at the site for the former Redruth Brewery.  

Keeping Cornwall clean

We are working closely with our waste contractor 
and community groups to keep our streets clean, 
recycle more waste and deal with incidents of fly 
tipping as quickly as possible. Following the success 
of our Pots, Tubs and Trays mixed plastics recycling 
trial involving 46,000 households; we are now 
rolling it out across the whole of Cornwall over the 
coming months. 

The Council also launched a new campaign 
encouraging local residents to take advantage of its 
popular garden waste recycling scheme. 
More than 25,000 residents are already doing their 
bit for the environment by subscribing to a 
fortnightly collection.

Helping nature to do more for us

We were the first place in the country to launch 
an Environmental Growth Strategy which 
aims to encourage businesses, communities 
and individuals to work together to increase 
environmental, social and economic prosperity 
in Cornwall and ensure that Cornwall has a 
sustainable future.  We also secured £3.5million of 
European Regional Development Funds to match 
Council funding to create nature-rich habitats 
across a number of public open spaces; making 
them better places for wildlife and for people. 
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Target - 37%

National - 41.8% National - 69%

Target - 60%

Actual - 59%Actual - 35.7%

of household waste sent for 
reuse, recycling and composting

of residents are satisfied 
with street cleanliness

35.7% 59%
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Our aim is to join up services, 
protect the most vulnerable and 
ensure everyone has the best 
possible opportunity to improve 
their physical and mental 
wellbeing and stay safe.

Healthier 
and safer

Did you know:

More than 4,000 people 
have used our Promoting 
Health Information Line

Good health and wellbeing is at the heart of happy, 
vibrant and prosperous communities. It provides the 
foundation for our ability to learn and develop, helps 
us to achieve our personal and family ambitions, and 
can sustain a good quality of life in later years. 

People in poorer communities live shorter lives and 
also have longer periods of ill health. Inequalities 
start before birth and are reinforced by factors like 
poor housing and not being prepared for school. 
These in turn lead to unemployment or lower paid 
jobs. Unhealthy environments and lifestyles create a 
higher risk of developing physical and mental health 
conditions and a dependency on health and social care 
services into older age.

We are working to improve health and well-being, 
enhancing people’s experience of care and reducing 
the cost of care through greater integration. 

Reducing health inequalities with a sustained focus on 
those areas where the Council can have the greatest 
impact is also critical, particularly early years support, 
early intervention and effective mental health services 
for both children and adults.

This means working jointly with partners with 
communities to meet local needs, and ensuring we 
protect our communities from harm, with access to 
clean and safe environments.



of older people aged 65 and over 
were still at home 91 days after 
being discharged from hospital
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Top children’s services

Our children and family services are in the top 25% of 
children’s services in the country aft er receiving  
a ‘good’ rating from Ofsted.  The findings mark a 
substantial improvement considering the Council’s 
children’s services were placed under Government 
intervention between 2009 and 2013, during which 
safeguarding services were twice rated ‘inadequate’.

Keeping Cornwall active

We secured the future of our leisure centres by 
awarding the contract to run them to Grenwich Leisure 
Limited (GLL) who have an impressive track record in 
running leisure centres in locations all over the country 
under the national brand of ‘Better’. As a charitable 
social enterprise, GLL has no shareholders to pay. 
Instead, any financial surplus is invested in facility 
improvements and boosting community engagement 
in sporting participation. Under the deal the leisure 
facilities will be leased to the new company for a 25 
year period, with £23m invested in improving the 
leisure centres.  

Supporting independent living

We worked with health and housing partners to secure 
£1.95m of Government funding to help people with 
learning disabilities  move from institutional settings 
to live more independently in their local communities. 
This will include providing shared ownership 
opportunities; remodelling an existing Cornwall 
Housing property to provide four flats especially 
adapted for learning disabled adults and/or those 
with autism; new communal and support facilities 
at Albi Court in St Austell, a new supported housing 
scheme delivered by Advance Housing and increasing 
the use of smart technology to help people live more 
independent lives.

Providing school places

We have one of the best performances in the country 
for allocating school places with 97.8% of our 
secondary school pupils and 92% of reception aged 
children off ered a place in their first preference school.

of care leavers who immediately enter 
employment, education and/or training

91.8% 90.2%

Highlights

National - 82.4%National - 49%
Target - 84%Target - 75%
Actual - 90.2%Actual - 91.8%

of high risk food business 
failures brought back 
into compliance88%

Target - 85%

Actual - 88%

28days
the average standard re-let time for 
general needs and older peoples housing

Target -32

Actual - 28
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Our aim is to identify, design and 
adopt innovative approaches to 
finance, technology, assets and 
our workforce to enable us to 
meet future financial challenges 
and deliver services in the most 
efficient and effective means.

Efficient, 
effective and 
innovative

Did you know:

Cornwall Council has helped 
install over 25 electric 
vehicle charging points 
throughout Cornwall

About £170m of savings have been made since 2009 
through better processes, pay bill reductions, reducing 
waste and bureaucracy whilst, for the most part, 
protecting frontline services. We have been innovative 
and adopted new ways of working including setting up 
arm’s length companies to trade and generate income. 
However, grant funding from the Government is 
expected to be phased out completely by 2020 which, 
coupled with rising demand and costs, intensifies the 
financial challenge.

An effective response to this challenge will mean 
increasing diversity in the way we provide public 
services and support for communities to play a bigger 
role in shaping and providing services. 

This means we need to review the way we generate 
income, look at different payment models for the 
commissioning of services and adopt a less risk-averse 
and accelerated approach to devolution.  Better 
digital services so more households can get online is 
also a priority, as is ensuring we have an efficient and 
effective workforce.
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I just wanted to say 
how helpful and friendly 

everybody I have spoken to 
at Cornwall Council is. It has 
been a pleasure and a breath 
of fresh air to consistently be 
dealt with in a professional and 
accommodating manner. It 
was so good to be dealing with 
someone who not only knew 
their job, but behaved in such 
a courteous and professional 
manner.
Feedback from a resident

Investing in digital

We are making it easier for residents and businesses 
to access our services digitally in the future by 
investing £18m in a three year digital improvement 
plan to update our IT systems.  

Putting people and place first

The Council is investing £770m in capital 
schemes over the next five years to provide 
hundreds of new affordable homes for local 
people, improving transport links and creating 
jobs by growing the local economy. The 
investment includes £143m for housing - with 
£49 million for affordable homes - £150m 
on maintaining Cornwall’s roads and £101m 
on improving road and rail links and public 
transport, plus £27m be spent on new fire and 
rescue vehicles and equipment.

Supporting local suppliers

We are working hard to support local, small 
and medium businesses across Cornwall, with 
around £1billion spent on local suppliers over 
the past four years.

80%

57%
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of complaints from 
residents dealt with 
within 10 days

of residents satisfied with the way 
the Council runs things

Highlights

Target - 80%

Actual - 80%

National - 68%

Target - 56%

Actual - 57%
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If you would like this information in another format or 
language please contact us: 

Cornwall Council, County Hall, Treyew Road, Truro TR1 3AY

Email: comments@cornwall.gov.uk     www.cornwall.gov.uk
Telephone: 0300 1234 100 

You can visit our website at 
www.cornwall.gov.uk/annualreport

Email to enquiries@cornwall.gov.uk

Send a tweet #cornwallcouncil

Post on www.facebook/cornwallcouncil

Write it down ,take a picture on your phone and 
email, tweet it or post it to Cornwall Council, 
County Hall, Treyew Road, Truro TR1 3AY

Please get in contact with any comments.

Hwi a yll vysytya agan gwiasva orth  
www.cornwall.gov.uk/annualreport

Ebostyewgh dhe enquiries@cornwall.gov.uk

Danvenewgh twit  #cornwallcouncil

Postyewgh yn  www.facebook/cornwallcouncil

Skrifewgh e, skeusenna e gans agas klappkodh 
ha’y ebostya, twitya po postya dhe 
Gonsel Kernow, Lys Kernow, Fordh Treyew,  
Truru  TR1 3AY

Kestevewgh orthyn gans kampollow mar pleg.


